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Abstract
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POSPOSICIONES EN MUNDURUKÚ (TUPÍ): RASGOS ESTRUCTURALES Y FUNCIONALES

Resumen

El pueblo mundurukú está ubicado en los estados brasileños de Pará y Amazonas, con algunos pocos residentes en Mato Grosso. Mis investigaciones con la lengua se realizaron con la población mundurukú de Pará. Se trata de una lengua del tronco tupí, perteneciente a la familia mundurukú, y se caracteriza por el marcaje de núcleo (head-marking). El orden de constituyentes más común es s(o)v. Los argumentos, que por regla general ocurren en los sintagmas nominales, no reciben marcas morfológicas. El verbo recibe marcadores de persona, las cuales indican/correferen sujeto y objeto directo. Nuestro objetivo es presentar el inventario de las posposiciones, para discutir qué propiedades comparten entre sí; sus rasgos estructurales y funcionales; su participación en la voz pasiva, las construcciones causativas, la subordinación, la modalización, la fuente de información y la predicación locativa y posesiva. También abordamos el isomorfismo entre posposiciones, sustantivos y verbos y la relación sintáctica que establece el sintagma posposicional con el resto de la oración: ya sea argumento o adjunto. Finalmente, reflexionamos sobre su tipología.

Palabras clave: posposiciones; mundurukú; rasgos estructurales y funcionales; lenguas indígenas; tipología.

POSPOSIÇÕES EM MUNDURUKÚ (TUPÍ): TRAÇOS ESTRUTURAIS E FUNCIONAIS

Resumo

O pueblo mundurukú vive nos estados brasileiros do Pará e do Amazonas, com alguns poucos residentes em Mato Grosso. Minhas pesquisas com a língua vêm ocorrendo com a população mundurukú do Pará. Trata-se de uma língua do tronco Tupí, pertencente à família mundurukú e caracterizada pela marcação de núcleo (head-marking). A ordem de constituintes mais comum é s(o)v. Os argumentos, em geral, ocorrem em sintagmas nominais e não recebem marcas morfológicas. O verbo recebe marcas de pessoa, as quais indicam/correferem sujeito e objeto direto. Nosso objetivo é apresentar o inventário das posposições a fim de discutir quais propriedades partilham entre si; seus traços estruturais e funcionais; sua participação na voz passiva, nas construções causativas, na subordinação, na modalização, na fonte de informação e na predicação locativa e possessiva. Também abordamos o isomorfismo entre posposições, nomes e verbos, e a relação sintática que estabelece o sintagma posposicional com o restante da oração: se argumento ou adjunto. Finalmente, refletimos sobre sua tipologia.

Palavras-chave: línguas indígenas; Mundurukú; posposições; tipologia; traços estruturais e funcionais.
1. INTRODUCTION

The Munduruku people, with about 13 thousand people (Siasi/Sesai, 2013), live in the states of Pará and Amazonas, including a handful of residents in Mato Grosso, Brazil. Unfortunately, with rare exceptions, the population of Amazonas do not speak the language any more (Santos, 2013). My research about the language has taken place with the population of Pará, where the Munduruku are found in the low, mid and high Tapajós river and its tributaries (Gomes, 2006). This is a language of the Tupi stock, belonging to the Munduruku family and sister of Kuruaya (already extinct). It is a language of the head-marking type. The most common constituent order is s(o)V. The arguments do not receive morphologic marks, usually occurring in noun phrases. The verb receives person marks, which indicate/co-refer subject and direct object.

Our objective here is to present the inventory of postpositions, in order to discuss the properties they share; what their structural and functional features are; and their participation in the passive voice, causative, subordination, modality, source of information, and locative and possessive predication. We also approach the isomorphism among postpositions, nouns and verbs; the syntactic relation that establishes the postpositional phrase (pp) with the rest of the sentence: whether argument or adjunct. And we will also reflect upon its typology.

Besides this introduction, the text is divided into four sections. In section 2, we present the postpositions; in section 3, we discuss the possibility of their nominalization; in section 4, we approach the relational/inalienable nouns used as postpositions or combined with a postposition; and, in section 5, we make some final considerations, highlighting the typological, functionalist, and cognitivist points.

2. POSTPOSITIONS IN MUNDURUKU

2.0. General Characteristics

Postpositions can introduce semantic relations of locative, time, cause, purpose, beneficiary, agent, instrument, company, comparison, opposition types. They constitute a closed category, occurring as free words and always require a complement. This complement can be nominal or pronominal, as we will demonstrate further. As a rule, a postpositional phrase is an adjunct, although it can also be the nucleus of the predicate or even a possible argument of the verb, at least in the semantic scope, as we will discuss throughout this text.

Postpositions share with nouns and verbs some morphosyntactic properties, such as person marking, which occurs by means of a clitic pronoun:
(1a) o=bu
1=finger
‘my finger’

(1b) o=jo~jo-m
1o=to see~RED-IMPF
‘is seeing me’

(1c) o=cokcok
1Sp=have.happiness
‘I am happy’

(1d) o=kay
1=for
‘for me’

The example 1a shows the inalienable noun «-bu» ‘finger’ that obligatorily occurs with the person marker «o=» ‘1st person’, indicating the possessor of the noun. The paradigm of person marking of which «o=» is part, is also used to indicate the direct object of transitive verbs, such as in the example 1b, the subject of intransitive stative verbs, as in the example 1c, and the object of postpositions, as in the example 1d.

1 Graphemes and phonemes: «o», «j» correspond to phonemes /ʃ/ and /dʒ/, respectively; «g̃» corresponds to phoneme /ŋ/, which at the end of the syllable, after a nasal vowel, is executed as [ŋ], after an oral vowel as [ŋn] and, at the beginning of the syllable as [ŋ]; ‘ corresponds to an occlusive glottal phoneme /ʔ/; «m» corresponds to the nasal phoneme /m/, that after an oral vowel is realized as [bm] at the end of the syllable and, in other environments, as [m]; «n» corresponds to the nasal phoneme /n/, that after an oral vowel is realized as [dn] at the end of the syllable and, in other environments, as [n]; «r» corresponds to the alveolar phoneme /r/ in any environment; «w», «y» correspond to non-syllabic phonemes /w/ and /y/, respectively; «x» corresponds to a fricative palatal phoneme /ʃ/; «o» corresponds to the high posterior vocalic phoneme /o/, that varies between [o] and [u]; «u» corresponds to the middle central vocalic phoneme /ǝ/. This is the official orthography adopted by the Munduruku people, instituted in the 1970s.

2 More information on the noun category and the clitic nature of the person markers in Munduruku can be found in Gomes (2006).

3 Munduruku has a split in the category of intransitive verbs of type Split-S (Gomes, 2006, 2014). Therefore, we adopt, for subjects of processual verbs, the abbreviation Sa and, for subjects of stative verbs, Sp.
Thus, postpositions feature a certain isomorphism⁴ with nouns and verbs, an example of which is the personal clitic marking. In Table 1, we show the personal clitic markers that are used to express: complement of postposition, nominal possessor and absolutive argument of transitive and intransitive stative verbs.

**Table 1. Personal common clitics to postpositions, nouns, and verbs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clitic</th>
<th>Person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wuy</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oce</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ey</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>je</td>
<td>3ÇORF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regarding specifically the expression of non-co-referential third person, postpositions have greater affinity with alienable nouns. Both have the same personal marking: «ce=». While inalienable nouns (and a few postpositions) mark the third person with a prefix «i-» (nominal subclass I) or by means of the alternation of the initial consonant of the root of [d]/[n] for [t] (nominal subclass II), alienable nouns and the majority of the postpositions indicate the third person by the clitic «ce=»:

**Table 2. Postpositions, nouns, and the marking of non-co-referential 3rd person**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inalienable nouns</th>
<th>Alienable nouns</th>
<th>Postpositions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(initiated by d/n)</td>
<td>(initiated by a vowel or consonant ≠ from d/n)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t- (initiated by d/n)</td>
<td>i-</td>
<td>ce=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tao (&lt; t-dao)</td>
<td>i-bu</td>
<td>ce=(e)-kobe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘his leg’</td>
<td>‘his finger’</td>
<td>‘his canoe’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As already mentioned, there is a group of postpositions that marks the third person by means of the prefix «i-», present in inalienable nouns, stative verbs and in transitive object argument. They are: «kuğ» ‘with’, «buje ~ puje» ‘after’, «buye ~ puye» ‘because’, and «bima ~ pima» ‘before, during, in the moment that (when), and if’. With the exception of the first one («kuğ»), the others constitute a particular group of postpositions that head phrases in which the object is of clausal nature, constituting a type of subordinator. We will discuss this group in section 2.17.

---

⁴ For more details, check Gomes (2016).
Continuing with the formal analysis of the postpositions, syntactically speaking, they have an obligatory complement that can be a noun, pronoun, adverb, or even a clause. The postpositional phrase (pp) constituted by them does not have the typical syntactic behavior of verbal arguments. The verbal arguments in Munduruku can be (co)referenced in the verb in the form of clitics or prefixes. This is not applied to the pp, which is then considered prototypically circumstantial, peripheral constituent, and adjunct. This differentiates the postpositions of nouns that fulfill argument nuclear functions, such as subject and object. Nevertheless, throughout the analyses carried out here, we will return to this subject, attempting to develop it and mainly showing in which contexts this treatment of postpositions as adjunct can be somewhat flexibilized.

Next, we will present a summarized table of the postpositions identified in our research and their respective meanings:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Postposition</th>
<th>Basic meanings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. be ~ pe ∞ webe</td>
<td>‘in, for, by’ (punctual locative/dative), ‘agent’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. dag ~ tag</td>
<td>‘for, as’ (diffuse locative, conformity)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. kay</td>
<td>‘to, for’ (alative)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. teg</td>
<td>‘near, in the proximity of’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. xe</td>
<td>‘at the side of, in the presence of, in the ownership of’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. eju ∞ weju</td>
<td>‘with’ (comitative)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. kuğ</td>
<td>‘with, in contact with, next to the body’ (adessive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. jeje ~ ceje</td>
<td>‘on top of, on’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. toğ</td>
<td>‘under, inside of, below’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. ase</td>
<td>‘over, above of’ (superessive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. keğ</td>
<td>‘inside of, in’ (wrapped in) (inessive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. wi</td>
<td>‘from’ (ablative), ‘directional’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. buxim ~ puxim</td>
<td>‘against, as’ (opposition, comparison)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. pibun</td>
<td>‘because of’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. wap</td>
<td>‘in front of, before’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. em</td>
<td>‘for, in’ (duration, frequency)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. bima ~ pima</td>
<td>‘before, while, at the moment that (when); if’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. buje ~ puje</td>
<td>‘after’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. buye ~ puye</td>
<td>‘because’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For a more detailed understanding of this category, we present and exemplify each of the postpositions of this table in the most varied contexts that we have had access to.
in our field work between 1999 and 2017. This will allow for better exploration of the forms and functions of these postpositions, especially their role in linguistic processes of modality, causativity, passive voice, and subordination, besides the roles typically associated with the PP.

2.1. be ~ pe ∞ webe

With lexical complements, this postposition has the form «be» after vowels and «pe» after consonants. With pronominal complements, the form used is «webe»:

(2a) o=webe 'for me'
e=webe 'for you'
oce=webe 'for us (exclusive)'
wuy=webe 'for us (inclusive)'
ey=webe 'for you (plural)'
je=webe 'for oneself'

With third person clitic «ce=», the used form is «be»: «ce=be» ‘for him’. Next, we present the different functions of this postposition.

2.1.1. «be/pe»: punctual locative

The postposition «be/pe» has the basic meaning of ‘punctual locative’ and indicates a precise location (in this case, it is opposed to the postposition «dag/ta» ‘diffuse locative’, that we will present in section 2.2).

(2b) o=xi [uk ‘a] be]
1=mother house NFC. round in
‘My mother is in the house.’

(2c) wida ayacat o’=y-aoka [[Katõ] be]
    jaguar woman 3Sa=3o-to kill Katõ in
‘The jaguar killed the woman in the Katõ village.’

In the examples throughout this text, we will highlight the internal structure of the PP. In the example 2b, the PP «[uk’ a] be» ‘at the house’ has the postposition «be» as head, and the noun phrase (NP) «uk ‘a’ ‘house’ is its complement. Pieces of evidence in favor of the identification of postpositional phrases such as these are:
(1) the fact of not being able to invert the complement with the head or to extract the complement without generating a personal marking of 3rd person; (2) the exclusive possibility of displacement of the set «[[uk ‘a] be]». The NP complement, in turn, is structured as «[[uk] ‘a]», where the noun in classifying function «‘a» ‘rounded’ functions as its head (Gomes, 2006). Besides PP being able to have a NP of complex structure as complement, the Munduruku also has PP with simple NP as complement, as in the example 2c: «[[Katô] be]» ‘in the Katô (village)’.

Regarding syntax, the example 2c illustrates one of the main uses of PP in Munduruku: to be an adverbial nature adjunct. The basic constituent order in this language is subject-object-verb (soV). In the example 2c, the subject and object arguments are, respectively, «wida» ‘jaguar’ and «ayacat» ‘woman’. Arguments are not marked by case, and the order is the identification factor of these grammatical relations. Besides, the verb «o’=y-aoka» ‘it killed her’ has two pronominal indexes responsible for identifying these grammatical relations: «o’ =» ‘third person of processual verb’ and «y-» ‘third person direct object’. Thus, the lexical (or pronominal) arguments are identified in the verb.

Still, in syntactic terms, the PP «Katô be» occurs in the final position, a very common position for postpositional phrases, which does not have a morphosyntactic slot in the verb, as the subject and direct object arguments. Usually, PPs do not constitute arguments of transitive or intransitive verbs, as they are not part of its syntactic valency. But, from the semantic point of view, there are contexts in which the PP seems essential. This does not occur in the example 2c, but will occur with the direct agent of causative and passive constructions, i.e., as we will analyze in section 2.1.3.

The example 2b «o=xi [[uk ‘a] be]» ‘my mother is at the house’ allows us to introduce a reflection on the value of locative predicate assumed by the PP «[[uk’ ‘a] be]». In that case, the PP cannot be classified as adjunct, remaining as the head of the locative predication. Several other examples such as this will appear throughout this text. We will return to the status of grammatical relations that may or may not have a PP in Munduruku, in section 5. Next, we approach other functions of the postposition «be».

2.1.2. «be»: modality marker

The postposition «be» is also used as a modality marker, which extrapolates the typical adverbial value of locative space or locative predicate as presented in the previous section.

The verb «etabut» ‘to believe’ is a stative intransitive verb that occurs with a circumstantial led by the postposition «kay», typical of psychological verbs (cf. section 2.3.2). Nevertheless, in the examples 2d and 2e below, «etabut» was used nominally, as complement of the postposition «pe». This PP has a modality function:
In these examples, when using the PP «[[w=etabut] pe] ‘in my knowledge’, the speakers insert a high degree of certainty in the information given, since they are the witness that is the source of the occurrence. The preferred order is the PP in the initial position, as in the example 2d, but this is not strictly so, with the PP being able to occur also in its more frequent position, which is the end of sentence, as in the example 2e.

Next, we approach other uses of the PP headed by the postposition «be/pe».

### 2.1.3. «be/pe»: benefactive, agent of factive causative, agent of the passive, or dative of interest

In this section, we discuss postpositional phrases with «be/pe» that indicate: a) the beneficiary of three-place verbs of the «ũm» ‘to give’ type; b) the target of verbs of the «e» ‘to speak’ type; c) the direct agent of causative transitive verbs; d) the passive voice agent; e) the dative of interest. From the syntactic valence point of view, we continue to interpret these PP as adjuncts and not as arguments, given the justifications presented in section 2.0. Yet, semantically, these PP are foreseen in the verb grid and, the way we see it, they compose their semantic valency. Let us see each one of them.

#### a) PP «be/pe» as beneficiary of the verb «ũm» ‘to give’:

The verb «ũm» ‘to give’ requires, morphosyntactically, two arguments as we can see in the example 2f, namely: a subject («ẽn» ‘You’) and a direct object («kise» ‘knife’). These two arguments keep a grammatical relation with the verb, morphologically, as they are retaken or identified in it by means of pronominal indexes: «e=» 2s and «g̃-» 3o. The beneficiary of the action («ayacat pe» ‘for the woman’) does not find space in the verbal morphology and occurs in a PP, typically in the final position in the sentence:
(2f) ẽn  e=̄g-ũm  kise  [ayacat]  pe
    you  2s=3o-to give  knife  woman  to
    ‘You gave a knife to the woman.’

The PP is not syntactically required by the verb, but it is essential semantically. This compels us to claim that it is an important participant for the argument grid of the verb, by fulfilling its semantic valency.

b) PP «be/pe» as addressee/target of verbs of the type *to speak* («‘e, jede, jekawẽn»)

In Munduruku, the verbs «‘e, jede, jekawẽn» mean ‘to speak’. Their semantic nuances will not be discussed here. All these verbs are intransitive. Next, we show their use in sentences taken from a narrative about a child who appeared to have a physical disability and who, together with his mother, was the target of gossip among the people of the village:

(2g)  [o=‘it]  pe]  ma  e~‘e-m  ip,
    1=son  about  really  to speak~ITER-IMPF  they
    [wara’at]  pe]  ġu  je-de~de-m  ip!  io’e
    another  about  neg  MED-to speak~ITER-IMPF  they  said
    ‘They only speak about my son, they do not speak about any other! Said (my mother).’

(2h)  [pũ]  pe]  ma
    one  about  really
    ‘They only (speak) about one really’ (continuation of the example 2g)

In the example 2g, the verb «‘e» ‘to speak’ occurs, reduplicated and with the suffix of imperfective aspect «-m»: «e~‘e-m». In this case, the subject is not morphologically explicit, typical of this aspect, but it can easily be restored in the discursive context, having been cited in the previous statements. This verb is intransitive and does not require a direct object in the form of a phrase or pronominal index in the verb. The topic of the gossip is expressed in a PP: «([o=‘it]  pe]» ‘about my son’. The same occurs with the verb «je-de~de-m» ‘to speak meanly of somebody/engine noise’, equally reduplicated, with imperfective and intransitive suffix. The target of this ‘to speak’ is also a PP: «([wara’at]  pe]» ‘about another’ and «([pũ]  pe]» ‘about one’ (example 2h). This last example includes

---

On reduplication and the imperfective morpheme, see Gomes (2006, 2007).
a numeral pronoun as complement of the postposition. Finally, these addressees or targets of gossip appear in postpositional phrases. This is not required syntactically by the verb, but it is semantically important and indispensable for the construction of the narrative.

c) PP «be/pe» as a direct agent of causativized transitive verbs

The example 2i’ is a prototypical transitive predicate in Munduruku:

(2i’) puy bu bekicat o’=jo-a
snake NFC.long.flexible child 3s=3o-bite
‘The snake bite the child.’

In the example 2i’, the subject is «puy bu» ‘snake’ and the object is «bekicat» ‘child’. These grammatical relations are confirmed by the constituent order and the cross-reference markers in the verb. If the subject were a second person, «puy bu» ‘snake’ would be replaced by «ẽn» ‘You’, and «o’=» 3Sa would be replaced by «e=» 2s. In the example 2i’, «puy bu» ‘snake’ is the agent and «bekicat» ‘child’ is the patient. In Munduruku, it is possible to introduce a new agent: an indirect agent (the causer). A transitive verb like «a» ‘bite’ will be followed by the suffix «-at», which is responsible for turning transitive verbs into causative verbs. The direct agent (the causee) is moved to the end of the sentence and it becomes part of a postpositional phrase (Gomes, 2014). The example 2i’’ shows a PP with a semantic role of direct agent where the head is «be»:

(2i’’) ẽn bekicat o=jo-a-at [ [puy bu] be ]
I child 1s=3o-bite-Caus3 snake NFC.long.flexible by
‘I made the snake bite the child.’ (Lit.: ‘I bit the boy by means of the snake’.)

In this example, the PP «[puy bu] be» ‘by the snake’ functions, syntactically, as an adjunct, occurring in the final position, not finding space in the morphosyntax of the verb, which is filled only by the subject («o»= 1s) and direct object («jo»= 3o) arguments. However, the PP has the important semantic role of direct agent in the action. In the causatives constructed from transitive verbs, such as the example 2i’’, the subject argument is reserved for the indirect agent (the causer), relegating the direct agent

---

6 On morphosyntax of causativized transitive verbs, see Gomes (2014).
(the causee) to the syntactic space of adjunct. The pragmatic-discursive effect of this type of formal expression of the direct and indirect agent requires further explanation.

d) PP «be/pe» as agent of the passive

The example 2j' is a prototypical transitive construction:

(2j') \textit{wida ayacat-}'ũm o'=y-aoka} \\
\textit{jaguar woman-deceased 3Sa=3o-to kill} \\
‘The jaguar killed the woman.’

In the example 2j', the subject is «wida» ‘jaguar’ and it is the agent. The object is «ayacat’ũm» ‘woman’ and it is the patient. The constituent order and the cross-reference markers in the verb indicate these grammatical relations. If the subject were a second person, for example, «wida» would be replaced by the pronoun «ẽn» and, in the verb, the cross-reference marker of subject would be «e=», a singular second person clitic. Next, a passive construction is presented in order to contrast it with the active 2j':

(2j'') \textit{ayacat-}'ũm o'=je-aoka-at} [\textit{[wida be]} \\
\textit{woman-deceased 3Sa=MED-to kill-CAUS3 jaguar by} \\
‘The woman was killed by the jaguar.’

The passive voice in Munduruku poses interesting typological challenges (Gomes, 2005, 2014). In short, a transitive verb is made intransitive by the middle voice prefix «je-» and the suffix «-at», which is responsible for turning transitive verbs into causative verbs. The result is an intransitive verb with only one place for a personal marker in the verb. This contrasts with the typical transitive verbs, which have two places for cross-referencing arguments, as in the example 2j'. In 2j'', the patient takes the place of subject argument and the agent behaves like a typical adverbial adjunct. The agent of the example 2j’’ is «[[wida be]» ‘by the jaguar’ and occurs in the final position of sentence in a PP. This PP is also important from the semantic point of view for bringing up the agent foreseen in the passivized verb, although it is dispensable from the syntactic point of view.

This ambivalence between being syntactically dispensable and semantically relevant marks these postpositional phrases presented in this section. We will return to this topic in section 5.

Let us see another use of the PP «be/pe», the dative of interest.
e) PP «be/pe» as dative of interest

In the example 2k, the PP «[[o=kipit] pe]» ‘for my brother’ has the semantic role of dative of interest:

(2k) [[o=kipit] pe] wūyjuyū o’=je-w(e)-a’ō-xik~xik ip
1=brother by people 3Sa=MED-REC-voice-play~pl they
‘The people were arguing on my brother’s behalf.’

In the example 2k, the verb «a’õxik» ‘to argue’ was intransitivized by the prefixes of middle voice «je-» and reciprocity «we-». The theme or interest of the argument occurs in a PP. Also, we analyze this PP here syntactically as an adjunct, but semantically as an important participant.

In order to express reciprocity, besides the verbal construction «je+we+transitive.verb» as in the example 2k, it can use a postpositional phrase. In that case, the transitivity of the verb is kept, and the reflectivity/reciprocity prefix «we-» in the postposition occurs:

(2l) o’̃=gu’~’e~’ẽ ip [[je=]we-webe]
3Sa=3O.CAUS1-to be split~pl they 3CORF=REC-for
‘They split (shared) among themselves.’

Let us see another postposition.

2.2. «dağ ~ tağ»

This postposition has the form «dağ» after a vowel and «tağ» after a consonant. Next, we present their functions: diffuse locative and conformity.

2.2.1. Diffuse locative

The postposition «dağ/tağ» mainly expresses the idea of diffuse locative. The example 3a includes a transitive causative comitative verb, where the subject is «õn» ‘I’ and the object is «kobe» ‘canoe’. The PP that occurs there is a locative adjunct: «[[kaxoero] dağ]» ‘by the waterfall’.

In the example 3a, the intransitive verb «kap» ‘to pass’ was transitivized by the causative prefix «duju-» that is responsible for introducing an argument in the predicate. In this case, the argument was «kobe» ‘canoe’, with a grammatical relation of object. This causative prefix, particularly, is used with intransitive verbs for building a comitative sense: the object is interpreted as a company of the subject. For more details, see Gomes (2006, 2014).

The example 3b shows an intransitive verb where the subject is «o’=» 3Sa. The pp that occurs there also is an adverbial-nature adjunct, expressing diffuse locative: «[[tip taḡ]] ‘through the woods’:

(3b) je-orok-at o’=ju [[tip] taḡ] 3Sa=to go 3.woods by ‘The hunter went through the woods.’ (Went hunting.)

Finally, the example 3c includes a pp with the function of head of a locative predication, also with a diffuse sense also: «[[ce=] daḡ] ‘through him’.

(3c) werowero ade o’e [[ce=]daḡ] wounds many AUX 3=through ‘There were many wounds spread through him.’ (all over his body)

Different from examples 3a and 3b, the pp in 3c has a more central grammatical function, which is semantically important for the construction of the predicate. The example 4c below also uses this postposition with the function of locative predicate.

2.2.2. Conformity: source of the information–postposition «daḡ/taḡ»

Another use of the postposition «daḡ/taḡ» is to indicate ‘conformity,’ derived from what was displayed previously:

(3d) [[o=mu-kūyjo–jo-ap] taḡ] ən ‘e~’e-m 1O=CAUS 1=to listen~ITER-NMZ2 as (according to) I to say~ITER-IMPF ‘I am saying, as I was taught.’
In these examples, the PPs led by «dağ/tag» have a nominalized clause as complement. These PPs are a way to express the source of the information, and they can exempt the sender from the responsibility of what is being said or done. Its function could even be to introduce an authority voice.

2.3. «kay»

This postposition basically has the function of an alative (‘in the direction of’), occurring frequently with verbs that indicate movement, displacement. But it is also the typical postposition of psychological verbs and, in some contexts, it means ‘to want’, despite the fact that it is not formally a verb.

2.3.1. «kay» as alative

We have identified the alative use of the postposition «kay» with a place (example 4a), person (example 4b) or animal (example 4c) type complement:

(4a) soat ma o’=je-pit ip [[je=ka kay]
all really  3Sa=med-to come back they  3corf=village to
‘Everybody had come back to their own villages.’

(4b) [[aŋokatkat] kay] o’=ju
man to  3Sa=to go
‘Went in the direction of the man.’

(4c) ade jijä ipsoy-yū [[ti] dağ]
many much  duck-pl  3.water by
gebenje [[puŋ] kay] o’=je-paw dağ]
then one to  3Sa=med-to shoot by
‘There were many ducks in the lagoon and, then, he shot one of them.’

In this last example, the complement of «kay» is a numeral pronoun «puŋ», that refers to «ipsoy» ‘duck’.
The displacement towards something foreseen in the PP with «kay» can result in physical contact (example 4d) or transmission of something from one body to another (example 4e):

\[(4d)\] \[
\begin{array}{l}
w=e-kobe \quad \text{[[wita} \quad \text{[kay]} \quad o=\text{guy-jayjay} \\
1=\text{ALIEN}-\text{canoe} \quad \text{rock} \quad NFC.\text{round} \quad \text{to} \quad 1s=3O.\text{CAUS}1-\text{to hit}
\end{array}
\]

‘I hit my canoe on a rock.’

\[(4e)\] \[
\begin{array}{l}
[wara'ac~a(t)-yũ] \quad \text{[kay]} \quad ka \quad o'=\text{gu-kap} \\
\text{others~REDPL-PL} \quad \text{to} \quad \text{HIP} \quad 3Sa=3O.\text{CAUS}1-\text{to pass}
\end{array}
\]

‘It may have infected many other people.’

The example 4e was taken from a handbook on infecting communicable diseases and AIDS. The postposition «kay» was chosen to represent the idea of transmission of diseases from one body to another. Now the idea of being infected with the disease is expressed by the postposition «kuq», which we will discuss in section 2.7.

### 2.3.2. PP «kay» as adjunct of psychological verbs

The PP headed by «kay» occurs frequently with verbs of psychological nature. In our data, we find intransitive stative verbs, such as «cök Côk» ‘to be happy’ (example 4f), «takôm»a ‘to be sad’ (example 4g), «êtêt»bût ‘to believe’ (example 4h)) as well as processual intransitive verbs, such as «jeje»bû ‘to remember’ (example 4i), «kûyjobit» ‘to obey’ (example 4j), «jetôn» ‘to cry’ (example 4k) and «ak» ‘to look at, to take care of (intr.)’ (example 4l):

\[(4f)\] \[
\begin{array}{l}
\text{gēbuj} \quad \text{[aihi]} \quad \text{[kay]} \quad \text{i-cökÇk} \quad \text{o'e} \\
\text{then} \quad \text{mother} \quad \text{to} \quad 3Sp-\text{to be.happy} \quad \text{AUX}
\end{array}
\]

‘Then, he was happy with my mother.’

\[(4g)\] \[
\begin{array}{l}
\text{kuybin} \quad \text{ma} \quad \text{ip} \quad \text{i-takôm} \quad \text{[ixe]} \quad \text{[kay]} \quad \text{dak osodop} \\
\text{past} \quad \text{really} \quad \text{they} \quad 3Sp-\text{to be.sad} \quad \text{that one} \quad \text{to} \quad \text{also} \quad \text{AUX}
\end{array}
\]

‘They were also sad with that one for a long time.’
The PP headed by «kay» in the examples 4f, 4g, and 4h followed stative intransitive verbs, and these PPS have as complement, respectively: a noun («aĩhĩ» ‘mother’), a free pronoun («ixe» ‘him’), and a clitic personal pronoun («o=» 1). These verbs occur frequently without these PPS.

In the examples 4i, 4j, 4k and 4l, we present processual intransitive verbs of psychological nature, followed by PP headed by «kay». Equally, these PPS are of adjunct nature, even though semantically they are more necessary to understand the verb:

(4i) [[soat] em] ŏn je-ĝebu-bu-m [[o=tayxi] kay] 
‘I always remember my wife.’

(4j) kũyjobit ẽ uyju [[w=а’õ] kay]
to obey NEG you (plural) to
‘You do not obey me.’

(4k) [[ce=]kay] je-tõn 
3=for MED-to cry
‘You are going to cry for him.’

(4l) [[o=kpot] kay] buk cuy ąg o=xi 
l=son to imminent IMPER to take care.IMPF l=mother
‘My mother, take care of my son for me.’ (see also example 14a)

In predicates without verbs, the presence of a postpositional phrase with the postposition «kay» as head generates the interpretation of ‘to want’ (example 4m) or ‘to sexually desire’ (example 4n). The phrase headed by «kay» is the head of the predication:
(4m)  [[ce=kay] oceju  [[oce=parak] pe]  
2=for  we (13)  13=environment in  
‘We want you in our environment.’

(4n)  [[ce=kay] ̀on  
3=for  I  
‘I desire her.’

In these two examples, once again there is the use of _pp_ with the function of predication head, in this case, a predication that expresses the general idea of ‘ownership’.

### 2.4. «teg»

This postposition means ‘in the proximity of, close to’. In the example 5a, the transitive verb resulting from a causativization has subject and direct object, both represented in the nucleus of the verbal predication. The _pp_ headed by «teg» does not have an argument function, as it is an adjunct, even though the semantics of the verb foresees a place to where the object will be taken:

(5a)  o’=su-bu-duju-wat  [[je=ka]  teg] ma  
3Sa=3-NFC.long.flexible-CAUS2-to take  3_CORF=village near really  
‘He took it with himself to (somewhere) close to his village.’

The example 5b, then, shows the _pp_ headed by «teg» in the function of locative predicate:

(5b)  o=xi  e-grunt  [[ipi]  teg]  
1=mother ALIEN-hammock ground near  
‘My mother’s hammock was close to the ground.’

The example 5c illustrates the use of a clitic personal marker as a complement of the postposition «teg», something common among the postpositions in Munduruku:

---

8 The NFC (Noun in Classifying Function) «-bu» ‘long and flexible’ anaphorically refers to the word «puy bu» ‘snake’. For more details on the nominal classification system of Munduruku, see Gomes (2006, 2009).
2.5. «xe»

The basic meaning of the postposition «xe» is ‘to the side of’ (examples 6a-b):

(6a)  o’=abik  [[ce=] xe]  
3Sa=to sit  3=to the.side
‘He sat down by his side.’

(6b)  o’=xet  io’e  [[xiri] xe]  
3Sa=to sleep  they say  nambu  to the.side
‘He slept by the side of a nambu (Crypturellus parvirostris), they say.’

In the examples 6a-b, the PP headed by «xe» is an adjunct of locative nature. But this postposition has expanded its meaning metaphorically, and has been used also with the value of ‘in the ownership of, creation of’, as in the examples 6c and 6d, and with the value of ‘in the opinion of’ (example 6e):

(6c)  [[ixe] xe]  bit  kake  
that one close.to  but  to exist
‘But that one has something.’ (Lit.: ‘But there is something to the side of that one.’)

(6d)  puybit  e=jat⁹  [[Pedoro] xe-wi]  
food  2s=to catch,IMPER  Pedro  near.of-from
‘Buy food next to Pedro.’

(6e)  i-dip  [[o]=xe]  
3Sp-to be.beautiful  1=close.to
‘In my opinion, it is beautiful.’

---

⁹ The verb «jat» ‘to buy, to capture, to catch’ is an atypical transitive, as it does not present a direct object verbal morphology, although it occurs with two arguments in the form of a noun phrase.
The example 6e illustrates another use of a _pp_ as modality marker. The statement «idip» (something/somebody) is beautiful’ is modalized by the _pp_ «[[o=] xe]». The literal meaning ‘close to me’ is used to the derived direction ‘in my opinion’, to express a subjective evaluation of what is being stated.

2.6. «eju» ∞ «weju»

The postposition «eju» is also presented in the form «weju», that occurs with pronoun complements (see example 7b).

The basic function of this postposition is to indicate ‘company’ (comitative) with movement or non-movement verbs:

(7a) ixe _je-xieg-xieg_ [[je=xi] _eju_]
that one _MED-to walk~HAB_ 3CORF=mother with
‘That one always walks with his mother.’

(7b) i-xi _bekicat_ o’= ciąg-po [[je=] _weju_]
3-mother child 3S=3CAUS1-to be.lying down 3CORF=with
‘The mother made the child lie down with her.’

(7c) ajebuybuy wuyjuyù mu-ju~ju-m [[wamo]at _eju_]
chief people _CAUS1-to go~HAB~IMPF_ shaman with
‘The chief gave orders to the people, and the shaman did too.’

The postposition «eju» occurs with inanimate (example 7d) and abstract (example 7e) elements:

(7d) ixe _i-ën_ ‘o~’o-m [[kaw ta] _eju_]
that one 3-meat to eat~ITER~IMPF salt NFC.granular with
‘He eats meat with salt.’

(7e) oceju _ey=nomuwân-wân_ [[oce=cokcok-ap] _eju_]
we (13) 23S=to call~DUR~IMPF 13S=to be.happy-NMZ2 with
‘We are happily inviting you.’

In the example 7e, the _pp_ states an evaluation of the state of spirit of the one making the invitation. This is another example of a modal use of a _pp_.

---
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In the example 7f, the postpositional phrase headed by «eju» assumes the value of ‘to have permission to’:

(7f)  
\[
y-aoka \quad \text{pin} \quad \text{puye} \quad \tilde{g}u, \quad [\text{(ce=)-bay} \quad a'\text{õ-bi}] \quad \text{eju} \quad \text{Ma}\ 3o\text{-to kill} \text{ to want because} \quad \text{NEG} \quad 3=(\text{ALIEN})\text{-father} \quad \text{voice-mouth with really} \\
\quad \text{‘It is not because they wanted to kill it, but because his father had allowed it.’} \\
\quad \text{(Lit.: ‘Because (they were) with the voice of his father.’)}
\]

The postposition «eju» frequently occurs with the verb «jeum» ‘to go up’ (example 7g’):

(7g’)  
\[
o=\text{ce-u} \quad [\text{måka} \quad '\text{ip}] \quad \text{eju} \quad \text{1s=MED}\text{-on the top} \text{ mango tree} \text{ tree with} \\
\quad \text{‘I climbed the mango tree.’}
\]

The example 7g’ has a verb that requires only one morpheme, «o=», which indicates the subject argument. But another participant always occurs in the predicate. This participant is always a postpositional phrase. This PP is not an object because, for example, it can not undergo a passive voice change like an object does. Besides this, the adverbial root, in this case «u» ‘on the top’, that forms the intransitive verb could be combined with a causative prefix «muy-», which occurs with intransitive verbs, nouns, and adverbs (Gomes, 2006), and the result is a transitive verb:

(7g’’)  
\[
o=\text{ce-u} \quad [\text{måka} \quad '\text{ip}] \quad \text{eju} \quad \text{o= ce-u} \quad \text{muy-}\text{m} \quad \text{on the top}\text{-IMPF} \\
\quad \text{‘I will fish Catfish.’}
\]

So, the contrast between examples 7g’ and 7g’’ is evidence of the fact that the verb in the example 7g’ is intransitive. However, the fact that a PP always occurs with this intransitive verb suggests that, in this case, the intransitive predicate is bivalent, «[...] understood as predicates which exhibit the syntactic behavior of intransitive verbs, [...] but which are semantically bivalent» (Zariquiey, 2017, p. 725).

Zariquiey (2017) called this kind of object «oblique object», in his analysis of Ka-kataibo. He proposes three types of objects: objects, quasi-objects, and oblique objects. About oblique objects, he said: «A set of intransitive emotion predicates is systematically used as bivalent intransitive predicates, taking a second argument marked by the indirect locative marker “=mi”» (Zariquiey, 2017, p. 734). Besides the locative marker,
oblique objects differ from prototype objects in Kakataibo because: «The use of object switch-reference and object agreement markers in association with oblique objects marked with “=mi” is ungrammatical» (Zariquiey, 2017, p. 735). But they are treated like a less prototype object because «[…] the oblique objects can be targeted by reciprocals and reflexives» (Zariquiey, 2017, p. 735).

However, we do not have formal evidence yet to confirm this hypothesis in Munduruku. We know that the PP participant is obligatory in the predicate with the intransitive verb formed by the «(U) ‘on the top’. A similar case occurs with the intransitive verb «taybit» ‘to know, to be acquainted’, which always demands a non-subject participant that occurs with an instrumental suffix (see example 20c).

Yet, this non-subject participant could be an indirect object of intransitive verbs, as claimed by Givón (2001, p. 136): «verbs in this group take a subject and an indirect object, with the latter most commonly marked by an adposition». This discussion is very complex and we can not develop it here. Now, we return to the PP uses of the postposition «eju».

Used with verbs such as «jekawẽn» ‘to speak’, «eju» has value of reciprocity, with the verb changing the meaning to ‘to talk, to dialogue’ (example 7h):

(7h) [o=tayxi [eju] o=ce-kawẽn, soat o=ce-kawẽn [[ce=] be] 1=wife with 1s=MED-to talk everything 1s=MED-to talk 3-for ‘I talked to my wife, I told her everything.’

The difference between the postpositions «eju» and «be» in (example 7h), that occur with the same verb, is the idea of reciprocity explicitly present in the first one, with the initiative arising from one of the participants, in this case, the subject. When the initiator of the process is not declared, the reciprocal form «jeweweju» is used:

(7i) je-w-aoka~ka-m o’e ip [[je=]we-weju] puybit puye MED-REC-to kill~PL-IMPF AUX they 3CORF-REC-with food because.of ‘They killed each other because of the food.’

There is also the use of «eju» with the value of ‘instrument/means’10 (examples 7j-l):

10 Another frequent form of expressing the notion of instrument is by means of the casual suffix «-m»:

ajo-m o’=takat bio what-INSTR 3Sa=3.o.to cut tapir ‘What did he use to cut the tapir?’
(7j) [[wa’ẽ] eju] ən ə=mu-direm-at
    bowl with I 2O=CAUS1-to be.wet-CAUS3
    ‘I got you wet with a bowl.’

(7k) sũgtabi o’=je-bik [[kabido] eju]
    door 3Sa=MED-to be.closed wind with
    ‘The door closed with the wind.’

(7l) [[je-dapxixin-ap] eju] o’=je-rikõn
    MED-to deceive-NMZ2 with 3Sa=MED-rich
    ‘He got rich by using lies.’

2.7. «kuɡ»

The postposition «kuɡ» occurs with the prefix of third non-co-referential person «i-», which differs from the other postpositions, that occur with «ce=». The basic meaning of «kuɡ» is ‘in contact with’:

(8a) nõg  ‘a ade jijã [i-kuɡ]
    sand flea NFC.round many much 3-with
    3CORF-foot in the whole by 3-body by
    ‘There were many sand fleas on him, on his feet, everywhere, all over his body.’

In the example 8a, the PP «[i-kuɡ]» ‘in him’ provides the information that the sand fleas were in contact with the person’s body. In this same sentence, right after the use of «kuɡ», two other locative postpositions were used: «be» ‘punctual locative’ («[[jei] be] » ‘in the foot’) and «taɡ» ‘diffuse locative’ («[[soat] taɡ]» ‘everywhere’, «[[i-jebit] taɡ]» ‘in his whole body’). Let us see another example with «kuɡ»:

This same suffix is present in the participant theme of the verb «taybit» ‘to know, to be acquainted’ (cf. example 20c). This verb does not have a morphologic slot to co-reference an object, but a non-subject participant always occurs with it.
(8b) aĩhĩ [o=kug] puye, ixe-yũ [aĩhĩ] kay
mother 1=with because that one-PL mother to
i-takõma ip osodop
3Sp-to be.angry they AUX
Because my mother was with me/taking care of me, they were angry with my
mother.

The example 8b deals with a young child who was in contact with the mother; therefore, the postposition «kug̃» was used. In this example, the PP headed by this postposition plays the role of locative predicate, as it is not only an adjunct, thus differing from its less argument status in the example 8c, where it has an adjunct function, modifying the processual intransitive verb «ju» ‘to go’:

(8c) [axima] kug o=ju. [puybit] kug o=ju
fish with 3Sa=to go game meat with 3Sa=to go
[bi] kug, [dapsem] kug
tapir with deer with
‘They left with fish. They went with game meat: with tapir and deer.’

This sequence of PP headed by «kug̃» in the example 8c shows one of its more frequent uses: to indicate that something is being carried next to the body. This use ended up generating the interpretation of ‘ownership’ (such as in the example 8d where the PP plays the role of head of the possessive predicate) or ‘in the control of’, as in the example 8e:

(8d) [doti] kug ţu ip. Xipat ţu doti ce=be-am ip
clothes with NEG they to be.good NEG clothes 3=in-FIN they
‘They did not have clothes. They did not get used to clothes.’

(8e) ixe o=ajẽm [aviaw] kug ([aviaw] dag)
that one 3Sa=to arrive airplane with (airplane by)
‘That one arrived by airplane (piloting it).’ (or ‘as a passenger’).

In the example 8e, the PP «[aviaw] kug̃» ‘by airplane’ leads to the interpretation that the person arrived piloting/controlling the airplane. Should another postposition be used, such as «dag̃» for example, the meaning would be different: as a passenger.
In a handbook on sexually transmissible diseases and AIDS\textsuperscript{11}, the postposition «kuğ» is the one that appears with the meaning of ‘to be infected with’:

(8f') \begin{tabular}{l}
7000 \text{ be kuy y-aypan-su-su-a-yũ} \[\text{[wâtaxipi kuğ]}]
\end{tabular}
7000 in already 3-to grow-\text{rect}\textsuperscript{-pl} \text{nMZ1-PL} disease with
‘7000 youth are already infected,’

(8f'') \begin{tabular}{l}
ti-ôm-a-yũ \[\text{[aids kuğ]}] \text{ip}
3.liquid-to enter-\text{nMZ1-PL} aids with they
‘they have AIDS.’
\end{tabular}

In the examples 8f’ and 8f’’, the PP headed by «kuğ» has a noun as complement. In the first occurrence, the noun «wâtaxipi» ‘disease’, in the second occurrence, the noun «aids» ‘aids’, borrowed from Portuguese. In both sentences, the PP plays the role of possessive predicate, without intercourse.

In the example 8g below, the PP «i-kuğ» also composes the predicate, but follows the verb «êm» ‘to be’. In the PP, the complement is a prefix of 3\textsuperscript{rd} person, referring to a noun already cited:

(8g) \begin{tabular}{l}
i-kuğ êm pima…
3-with to be if
‘If you are infected…’
\end{tabular}

2.8. «jeje» ~ «ceje»

This postposition is presented in the forms «jeje» after vowels, and «ceje» after consonants. Its meaning is ‘on, on top of’:

(9a) \begin{tabular}{l}
wasũ \[\text{[o=bu jeje]}]
bird 1=finger on
‘The bird is on my finger.’
\end{tabular}

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{11} The handbook is written in Munduruku. The translation into Portuguese and the linguistic analysis were carried out by Misael Kabá Munduruku and myself, in January of 2005, and it is part of the database generated for my research on the language.
\end{footnotesize}
(9b) y-a-mõg~mõg  ip  [[ako  dup]  ceje]
3-head-to put~ITER  they  banana plant  leaf  on
‘They put their heads on top of the banana leaf.’

(9c) wida  o’=je-põm  [[ce=[ieje]
jaguar  3Sa=med-to jump  3=on
o’=jo-a  o’=guy-û  ġebuje  o’=jo’o
3Sa=3o-to bite  3Sa=3.o.caus1.to be.dead  then  3Sa=3o-to eat
‘The jaguar jumped onto him, bit, killed, and ate him.’

In the example 9a, the pp headed by «jeje» constitutes a locative predicate. In the examples 9b and 9c, it functions as an adverbial adjunct, modifying a transitive verb in 9b («y-a-mõg~mõg» ‘to place’) and a processual intransitive verb in 9c («o’=je-põm» ‘to jump’).

2.9. «toğ»
The postposition «toğ» means ‘under’ (example 10a) or ‘between’ (example 10b):

(10a)  o’=ju  [[ibot]  toğ]
3Sa=to go  drop  under
‘He walked under the rain.’

(10b)  [[wara’at]  pu]  toğ
another  nfc.long.flexible  between
[[tomu]  kay]  ma  e=su-bu-muy-pit
behind  to  really  2s=3-nfc-CAUS1-to come back
‘And they will pass this rope between the two ropes on the other side (of the four).’

In the example 10c, the postposition «toğ» is combined with the postposition «wi», used there with a directional value:

(10c)  [[ti  bi]  toğ-wi]  ajok~jok  pima  o’=je-we-daxibada-ixik~ixik~ixik
3.water  inside  under-from  to  bathe~ITER  when  3Sa=med-rec-scrotum-hold~pl~pl
‘When they were bathing, they held each other’s scrotum and drowned.’
(Lit.: ‘When they were under the water…’)
The combination of the postposition «wi», of directional value, with other postpositions will be discussed in section 2.12. The use of the postposition «pima» will also be discussed below, in section 2.17.1.

2.10. «ase»

The meaning of this postposition is ‘over, above’. In the example 11a, we present its use in pp with temporal-locative predicate function. The physical position of the sun centered above people generates the temporal interpretation that it is the middle of the day:

(11a) e=jot
cuy muto’o bima [[wuy=]ase] kaxi bima
2s=to come imper Sunday when 12=above sun when
‘I want you to come on Sunday, at noon.’ (Lit.: ‘Come when it will be Sunday, when the sun will be well above us.’) (The use of «bima» will be explained in section 2.17.1)

The example 11b shows an adverbial use of the pp headed by «ase»:

(11b) bekit
cat o=gu-joro [[daxa] ase]
child 1s=3O,CAUS 1-to jump fire over. the
‘I made the child jump over the fire.’

2.11. «keg̃»

The postposition «keg̃» has the notion of ‘package’, as shown in the examples 12a and 12b:

(12a) w=e-kise e=to-jot [[y-uk] keg̃] ma
1=ALIEN-knife 2s=3O,CAUS 2-to come 3-sheath with really
‘Bring my knife with its sheath.’

(12b) [[daypu uk] keg̃] epe=ye-we-dao
penis wrap with 23Sa=med-rec-to have sex
‘Always have sex with condoms on.’

The example 12a illustrates the most common use of the postposition «keg̃», associated with casings of instruments such as knife sheaths. In turn, the example 12b shows a derived use, where «keg̃» was chosen to appear as guidance regarding the use of male prophylactics, also categorized as wrappings: «[[daypu uk] keg̃] ‘with condoms on’.
2.12. «wi»

This postposition means ‘from’, with value of ‘origin’:

(13a) kobe xixi \([bādi] wi\) o’=je-buk
large canoe inside from 3Sa=med-to appear
‘A huge ship appeared from inside (the lake).’

(13b) \([jodi] wi\) ku ixe poy o’=ajêm
here from ? that one jaboti (tortoise) 3Sa=to arrive
‘That one, the jabuti, arrived from this side.’

(13c) kuy ebadipdip xet \([xê=’ũ-ap] wi\)
already four nights 3=to die-nm2 from
‘It has already been four days since his death.’

Particularly, the example 13c shows the use of «wi» as head of a PP, where the complement is a nominalized verb. Besides, the meaning is temporal and not spatial, as in the other examples.

2.12.1. «wi» + other postpositions

The postposition «wi», indicating direction, can be combined with other postpositions, such as «be» ‘in’ (example 13e), «ta₂» ‘for’ (example 13f), «xe» ‘near’ (example 13g), «to₂» ‘under’ (example 13h) and «jeje» ‘on’ (example 13i):

(13e) \([o=ka] be-wi\) o=jot
1=village in-from 1s=to come
‘I came from my village.’

(13f) \([sōa] ta₂-wi\) ip wuyjuyû=yû o’=takoy~koy
all for-from they people~pl 3Sa=3o.to call upon~pl
‘They called upon people from all villages.’

(13g) ayacat kise o’=jat \([wamōa] xe-wi\)
woman knife 3Sa=to catch shaman close-to
‘A woman took a knife next to the shaman.’
This combination of diverse postpositions with «wi», as may be inferred from the examples, is quite productive. The semantic value of origin in «wi» is responsible for this range of combinations.

2.13. «buxim» ~ «puxim»
This postposition takes the form «buxim» after a vowel and «puxim» after a consonant. Its meaning is of ‘opposition’ (examples 14a and 14b”) or ‘comparison’ (examples 14c and 14d):

(14a) tumuju wamōat [[a göka] kay] āg-at, [[wātaxipi] buxim] after shaman village to to look at-NMZ1 disease against ‘After that, comes the shaman, who protected the village against diseases.’

(14b”) [[xik] pe] [[e=a-ap] puxim] tak mosquito by 2=to bite-NMZ2 against also ‘against mosquito bites also.’ (continuation of 14b”)

12 In Mundurukú, we identify the relational prefix with the nouns «uk’a» ‘house’ and «op» ‘arrow’ (Gomes, 2006, p. 32). Rodrigues (1990, p. 7) states that these prefixes «[…] would mark the contiguity or the non-contiguity of a genitive before a noun, a subject before a descriptive verb, a direct object before a transitive verb, and a noun before a postposition, i. e., a dependent before a nucleus». 
These two functions: opposition (examples 14a and 14b’’) and comparison (examples 14c-d) for the same postposition raise a significant challenge in typological, functional, and cognitive terms.

2.14. «pibun»

This postposition means ‘because of’:

(15a) ti-rem~rum cicân ma [[je=dibira] pibun] 3Sp.water-to be.blue~ATEN very really 3CORF=deep cause
‘The lake was even blue because of its depth.’

(15b’) [[op] pibun-'um] (m)a oe-'u io’e arrow cause-NEG really AUX-to die they say
‘He did not die because of an arrow, they say’.

(15b’’) [[je=sũm-at] pibun] acã oe-'u. o'=sũm 3CORF=to drown-NMZ1 cause only AUX-to die to 3Sa=to drown
‘He died because of the drowning, really. He drowned.’

2.15. «wap»

The postposition «wap» means ‘in front of’ (examples 16a-b) and ‘before’ (examples 16c-d), respectively spatial and temporal use:

(16a) ġebuje ip abik~biğ [[puca ‘a] wap] then they to sit~ITER.IMPF game meat head in.front of
‘From there they sit down in front of the game heads.’
(16b) bio [\text{ce=] wap] cu~cu-m
tapir 3=in.front of to go\text{~DUR-IMPF}
‘A tapir was going in front of them.’

The example 16a includes an NP made up of two nouns as a complement of the postposition «wap», while the example 16b shows a clitic pronoun of non-co-referential third person («ce=»). Neither of the PPs is required by the argument grid of the verb.

The examples 16c and 16d, below, have a nominalized verb as head of the complement of the PP headed by «wap», that takes on a temporal value there:

(16c) [\text{je=}`it \text{kap-ap}] \text{wap]
3_{\text{CORF=son}} to be born-NMZ2 before
‘Before the birth of his own son.’

(16d) [\text{je-orok-ap}] \text{wap]} \text{ip o'=ju
\text{MED-to hunt-NMZ2 before they 3Sa=to go
‘They went before the hunt.’

2.16. «em»
This postposition has a temporal value. In the example 17a, the numeral quantifier pronoun «pug̃» ‘one’ occurs as a complement of the postposition; in the example 17b, the indefinite quantifier pronoun «ade» ‘many’ occurs; in the example 17c, it is the adverb «koap» ‘first’ that functions as its complement:

(17a) [\text{pug̃} \text{em}] o'=e [\text{j(e)=e-bay}] be
one in 3_{\text{Sa=to say} \text{3CORF=ALIEN-father to
‘Once, the son told his own father.’

(17b) [\text{ade} \text{em}] o'=je-ak [\text{o}=kay]
many by 3_{\text{Sa= MED-to look 1=for
‘He looked at me many times.’

(17c) [\text{koap}] \text{em}
first in
‘In the beginning.’

\text{13 For more details on numeral pronouns, indefinite pronouns, and adverbs, see Gomes (2006).}
This temporal use of «em» is quite frequent in Munduruku, and its most common position is at the beginning of the sentence. We still find the use of this postposition with the meaning of place, combined with the indefinite quantifying pronoun «soat» ‘everything, all’, creating the meaning of ‘in many places’:

(17d) bo-ma=ku [[soat] [em], oeku–ku [[ipi] dağ]
that on-for=? everything by to walk–ITER ground by
bo-ma=ku [[soat] [em]]
that on-for=? everything by
‘Through there, through everywhere, he walked around the Earth, there, everywhere.’

2.17. Postpositions used also as subordinators
In this section, we present a set of postpositions that frequently behave as subordinators, having a clause as complement. They are: «bima/pima», «buje/puje» and «buye/puye».

2.17.1. «bima» ~ «pima»
Of mainly temporal nature, this postposition takes the value of ‘before’ (example 18a), ‘while’ (example 18b), or ‘condition’ (example 18c), depending on the context. Its complement is frequently of phrasal nature, evidencing a subordinator use:

(18a) [[parat muğê-m] pima],
sieve to make–IMPF before
oceju [[tip] tağ] cu–cu-m parat tak pu-m
we(13) woods by to go–DUR–IMPF sieve mesh to fetch–IMPF
‘Before making a sieve, we are going to the woods to fetch sieve mesh.’

(18b) [[ôn je-kôn–kôn] pima], bekirat wa~wa
I MED–to feed–DUR while child to cry–DUR
‘While I was eating, the child cried.’

(18c) [[ō=ba-ca] bima] o=y-aoka xe=ku
1s=arm–to be.strong if 1s=3o–to kill that one=?
‘If I am strong, I will kill that one.’
This conditional value taken on by the postposition «bima» in 18c is an example of the fact that in languages there is a tendency to use temporal markers with conditional value, expressing (inter)subjectivization and, mainly, pragmatic inference (invited inference) as Geis & Zwicky (1971) and Traugott & Dasher (2002) argue.

Although the very use of «bima» is quite frequent with clauses, such as in the examples 18a-c, we also find nouns as complements of pp headed by it. In the example 18d, this postposition has been used as such, in the sense of ‘at the moment that (when)’:

\[
(18d) \quad \text{e=jot, } \text{cuy, } [[\text{muto’o]} \text{ bima}], \quad [[\text{kaxi wuy=ase}] \text{ bima}]
\]

2\text{=to come \text{ Imper Sunday when sun} 12=above when}

‘I want you to come on Sunday, at noon.’ (Lit.: ‘Come when it will be Sunday, when the sun will be well above us.’)

2.17.2. «buje» ~ «puje»

Also with temporal value, «buje/puje» indicates that an action has happened after another. This postposition frequently has a clause as a complement, functioning as a subordinator:

\[
(19a) \quad [[\text{aŋokatkat bio aoka}] \text{ buje}] \text{ wida } o’=je-napôn}
\]

man tapir to kill after jaguar 3\text{Sa=med-to escape}

‘After the man killed the tapir, the jaguar ran away.’

\[
(19b) \quad [[\text{w=aypan}] \text{ puje}] \text{ i-cokcok ip o’e}
\]

1\text{=to be.grown after 3Sp-to be.happy they \text{ aux}}

‘After I grew up, they became happy.’

In the example 19a, the clause that functions as a complement of the postposition «buje» has neither a personal or a subject marker, nor one of object in the transitive verb «aoka» ‘to kill’. These markers were expected, as they are typical of the perfective aspect, especially the subject marker. Therefore, there is an indication of less finitude in this clause, which is a complement of «buje», probably revealing the most nominal character of the clause.

The subordinating postposition «buje/puje» in the example 19b also expresses an (inter)subjective and pragmatically inferential value, as identified in relation to the subordinating postposition «bima». Yet, instead of condition, the value of ‘cause’ is
added, which is something also widely identified in literature since Geis & Zwicky (1971) and updated in Traugott & Dasher (2002).

2.17.3. «buye» ~ «puye»

This postposition has the value of cause. In the example 20a, we see its use with a pronominal complement («ibo» ‘this’); in the example 20b, the complement is a personal clitic («o=» ‘1st person’):

(20a) [[ibo] buye] o=jot
    this because 1s=to come
    ‘Because of that, I came.’

(20b) [[o=] buye], ixe-yũ [[aĩhĩ] kay] i-takõma ip osodop
    1=because that one-pl mother to 3Sp-to be.angry they aux
    ‘Because of me, they got angry at my mother.’

However, the most frequent use of the postposition «buye/puye» occurs with phrasal complements, as in the examples 20c and 20d:

(20c) ixe-m õn w=etaybit ţu [[o=jo-jo ţu ma] buye]
    that one-instr I 1s=to know neg 1s=3o-to see neg really because
    ‘I do not know that one, because I did not see it.’

(20d) bakiça ţu [[i-mu-wan~u~wan] puye]
    machine neg 3o-caus1-to push~ caus1-dur because
    ‘Because it was not a machine that pushed.’

In the example 20c, the postposition «buye» takes a very evident subordinator value, since its complement is a clause that still preserves its verbal features (clitic markers of subject and direct object, respectively «o=» ‘1st person subject’ and «jo-» ‘3rd person object’).

2.17.4. The postpositions «bima, buje, buye» + third person prefix «i-»

The last three postpositions presented previously inflect with the 3rd person prefix «i-»: «ibima, ibuje, ibuye». This occurs when the clauses correlated by them are not in the same sentence, and the postposition is not in the same clause it refers to:
Comparing these examples, we can notice that an absolutive pronoun in 21a is used («ey=») and a nominative pronoun in 21b («epe=») to express the same person of the discourse with the same verb («’at» ‘cair’). The latter pronoun is the actual form with the processual verb in question, while the former is also the pronoun of (1) nominal possession, (2) direct object, and (3) subject of stative verb. Then, it is possible to assume that the example 21a presents a certain degree of nominalization, caused by the subordination of the clause to the postposition «pima». The absence of this subordination, as seen in the example 21b, does not cause any degree of nominalization to the clause. In the example 21b, «pima» functions more like a postposition, being inflected for the 3rd person with «i-», which retakes anaphorically what was said. It is important to highlight that the personal prefix «i-» usually refers to an absolutive argument.

In the example 21b, the intonation contour shows a pause between the first and second clauses, proving they are not in the same sentence. For that reason, the postpositional use of «pima» occurs there. This pause is not identified in the example 21a, where the more subordinating use of «pima» prevails.

Another typical characteristic of clauses conducted by one of the postpositions analyzed here is the regular absence of clitic person markers in the verb, possibly due to the less verbal nature of these phrasal complements.

This would explain the non-grammaticality of clauses such as that of the example 22a below, where we find the use of a person marker in a clause conducted by the postposition «puje» («o’takat»), when compared to the grammaticality of clauses such as the example 22b, where the personal marker in the verb does not occur («dakat»):

(22a) *ağokatkat bio o’=takat pujek beki kat o’=su-ên’o
man tapir 3Sa=3.o.to cut after child 3Sa=3-meat-to eat
‘After the man cut the tapir, the child ate its meat.’
The example 22c below is also grammatical. In that case, the use of the person marker in the verb of the first clause («o’=takat») was only possible because the postposition was in the second clause. The postposition inflects for the 3rd person prefix («i-buje»), as already explained:

(22c) ągokatkat bio o’=takat. [[i]-buje] bekicat o’=su-ẽn’-o  
man  tapir  3Sa=3-to cut  3-after child  3Sa=3-meat-to eat  
‘The man cut the tapir. After that, the child ate its meat.’

2.17.5. Subordinating postpositions and particles
The examples below show that [[clause]+subordinating postposition] form a set that can be modifiable by a particle in the following shapes:

<  <  < clause > postposition > particle >

(22d) [[Diego totõn] pima] dak] o=ce-kapik ma  
Diego  to cry  if also 1s=med-to work really  
‘Even if Diego cries, I will go to work.’

(22e) [[muba’at-’ũm] pima] bit] oce=ju je-oroğ  
rain-priv  if contrast 13=to go med-to go.IMPF  
‘But, if it doesn’t rain, we will go hunting.’

(22f) [[[õn wätigipi-’ũm] pima] acâ] kuka piğağam o=ju ġu  
I  sick-priv  if only hip to fish 1s=to go neg  
‘Only if I am not sick I will not go fishing.’

The notions of ‘inclusion’ «dak» (example 22d), ‘contrast’ «bit» (example 22e) and ‘restriction’ «acâ» (example 22f) are some of the several functions associated to particles in Munduruku, a category we described in Gomes (2006, section 4.4).

The linguistic change in grammatical status of these postpositions for subordinators discussed in this text deserve further in-depth analysis in future texts.
3. NOMINALIZATION OF POSTPOSITIONS

Postpositions can be nominalized to function as a verb argument (example 23a):

\[(23a) \quad [\text{kat} \quad \text{puje-at}] \quad \text{oce=mu-direm} \]
\[\text{afternoon when-NMZ1} \quad 130=\text{CAUS1}-\text{to be.wet} \]
\[\text{‘The (rain) that came in the afternoon got us wet.’} \]

In 23a, the postposition «puje» has received the nominalizing suffix «-at» and started to function as noun phrase head that requires a complement, in the case «kat» ‘afternoon’. Thus, the nominalized postposition started to perform the grammatical relation of subject (head) of the transitive-causative verb «mudirem» ‘to get wet’\(^{14}\).

Another possible grammatical relation for nominalized postpositions is to be a nominal predicate in an equative predication, as in the example 23b below:

\[(23b) \quad [\text{1971} \quad \text{bima-ac~at}] \quad \text{ôn} \]
\[\text{1971 when-NMZ1~PL} \quad \text{I} \]
\[\text{‘I am from the time of the people who were born in 1971.’} \]

In the example 23b, the postposition «bima» receives the nominalizing suffix «-at», that is reduplicated to indicate plurality: «-ac~at». In this type of use context, the formed NP functions as equative nominal predicate with the purpose of expressing a characteristic of the subject. It is interesting to highlight that to be used as head of locative and possessive predications, the postpositions do not need to be nominalized.

4. RELATIONAL/INALIENABLE NOUNS USED AS POSTPOSITION OR COMBINED WITH A POSTPOSITION

We have found in our data the use of the inalienable noun «bi» ‘inside, mouth’ as if it were a postposition:

\[(24a) \quad [w=e-xey] \quad \text{bi} \quad \text{wida} \quad \text{bio-pak} \quad o’=\text{y-aoka} \]
\[1=\text{ALIEN-dream inside jaguar red-tapir} \quad 3A=3o-\text{to kill} \]
\[\text{‘In my dream, a jaguar killed a cow.’} \]

\(^{14}\) Gomes (2006) identifies that intransitive verbs, nouns, and adverbs can be turning causatives by the prefix {mu- ~ muy-}. This is the case of the verb «mudirem» ‘to get wet’. The intransitive verb «direm» ‘to be wet’ is turning transitive-causative by prefix {mu-}. The agent introduced in the sentence is the subject. The patient is the object as we see in the example 23a.
The noun «bi» refers to a body part: the mouth. And it is also used with the value of ‘internal part of’. But its use in the example 24a creates a circumstantial value of modality nature, typical of postpositions, as we saw throughout this text.

The example 10c, renumbered below as 24b, shows the use of «bi» with only the value of noun, functioning with a complement of the postposition «taô»:

(24b) [[ti bi] toô-wi] ajok~jok pima
3.water inside under-from to bathe~ITER when
o’=je-we-daxibada-ixik~xik~xik
3Sa=MED-REC-scrotum-hold~PL~PL
‘When they were bathing, they held each other’s scrotum and drowned.’

Some inalienable nouns can form a postpositive locution with postpositions. An example of that is the noun «diot» ‘under’ that appears below, forming a locution with the postpositions «pe» ‘in’, «kay» ‘for’ and «taô-wi» ‘for-from’:

(25a) [[[xa] diot] pe] o’=xet
pequiá tree under in 3Sa=to sleep
‘He slept under the pequiá tree.’

(25b) [[[uk ‘a] diot] kay] o’=ôm
house NFC.round under to 3Sa=to enter
‘He went under the house.’

(25c) [[[kobe] dio(t)] taô-wi] kohda bu e=bu-bu-mu-ôm
canoe under for-from rope NFC.long.flexible 2S=3-NFC-CAUS1-to enter
‘Stick the rope through under the canoe.’

The combination of relational nouns with adpositional elements is also found in other languages, as shown by Levy (2008) in his studies on Totonaco (Mexico). This is another typological feature that can be explored in Munduruku in the future.

5. FINAL CONSIDERATIONS: TYPOLOGICAL, FUNCTIONAL, AND COGNITIVE FEATURES OF THE POSTPOSITIONS IN MUNDURUKU

In this section, we discuss the importance of the postpositions in Munduruku for typological, functionalist and cognitivist studies.
First of all, we highlight that the postpositions can have complements such as nouns (cf. examples 2b-c, 4f, 4i, etc.), pronouns (example 4g), clitic pronouns (examples 4h, 4k, 4m, 4n, etc.), indefinite pronouns (examples 17b, 17d), adverbs (example 17c), and even clauses (examples 18a-c, 19a-b, 20c-d, 21a, 22b, 22d). Besides, the postpositions keep a certain isomorphism with verbs and nouns, a quite relevant fact in the understanding of these categories in Amazonian indigenous languages (Gomes, 2016; Queixalós & Gomes, 2016).

As already identified in typological literature, there are certain adpositions that are multi-functional, performing certain syntactic and pragmatic functions (Epps, 2008; Hagège, 2010). The postposition «be» of Munduruku is a good example of this type, indicating locative (examples 2b-c), dative in trivalent verbs (example 2f), dative of interest (example 2k), addressee/target (examples 2g-h), passive agent (example 2j’’), direct agent of factitive causatives (example 2i’’), and even epistemic modalizer (examples 2d-e).

On the other hand, Munduruku uses distinct postpositions to express place, target, and source, framing itself in the most common standard out of the five identified in the Pantcheva (2010) typology in this regard. As presented, «be» ‘punctual locative’ (examples 2b-c) ≠ «kay» ‘target’ (examples 4a-e) ≠ «wi» ‘source’ (examples 13a-i).

The postpositional phrases in this language also allow us to collaborate in the controversial discussion on arguments versus adjuncts. Usually, PPs are treated as adjuncts, but as demonstrated by Haspelmath (2003) and Hagège (2010), they can also be arguments. In our discussion, we describe the syntactic value of adjunct of the PP in Munduruku and justify it with criteria that apply to this language (cf. section 2.0, 2.1.1), without claiming that they are universally applicable, which seems to be impossible as disputed by Haspelmath (2014). However, we also show the semantic value of many PPs (cf. examples 2g-h and discussion) and defend the importance of semantic valency, especially in the construction of the passive voice and the causative (cf. examples 2i-j and discussion). We also highlight the vast use of PP as locative predicate (see examples 2b, 3c, 4c, 5b, 8b, 9a, 11a and discussion) and possessive predicate (examples 4m, 4n, 8d, 8f’, 8f’’). Thus, we do not propose a strict classification of the postpositions acting as adjuncts or arguments, and we think about prototypical terms in this regard, more lined up with analyses such as those by Creissels (2014), Witzlack-Makarevich & Bickel (2013), and Haspelmath (2003, 2014).

We have analyzed some intransitive verbs of the Munduruku according to Givón (2001), for whom a language can have intransitive verbs that present, besides subjects, complements marked by an adposition. This would be the case of the processual intransitive verb «jeum» ‘to go up’ that occurs with a PP headed by the postposition «eju» (see example 7g’).
We still cannot state the same for the psychological verbs that take the PP headed by «kay», but there are strong indications that these verbs require, at least semantically, this type of PP (cf. examples 4f-l). We also defend a possible argument status of PPs with a semantic role of (1) addressee/target or matter of verbs of the type to speak («e, jede, jekawên») (cf. examples 2g-h), (2) dative of interest (cf. examples 2k-l) and (3) passive agent (example 2j”). We don’t yet have formal evidences to confirm that these PPs are arguments, like oblique objects in Kakataibo (Zariquey, 2017).

The pragmatic-discursive use of the postpositions in Munduruku is also remarkable. As we have seen, there are postpositional phrases that took the function of expressing: modality (cf. examples 2d, 2e, 6e, 7e, 24a), source of information, or an authority voice (cf. examples 3d, 3e, 7f).

The conditional value taken on by the temporal postposition «bima» ‘when’ (cf. example 18c and discussions) and the causal value taken on by the also temporal postposition «buje» ‘after’ (cf. example 19b and discussion) are examples of pragmatic inference (invited inference) according to Geis & Zwicky (1971) and Traugott & Dasher (2002), for whom these ambiguous uses are at the base of grammaticalization and (inter)subjectivization processes. These postpositions also allow us to highlight their grammaticalization in another perspective: their use as subordinators (cf. section 2.17). Ultimately, this topic and the other topics highlighted here in these final considerations may and should be a matter of future research.
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### 7. Abbreviations and Symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALIEN</td>
<td>Alienabilizator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATEN</td>
<td>Atenuative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUX</td>
<td>Auxiliary verb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAUS1</td>
<td>Intransitive causative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAUS2</td>
<td>Commitative causative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAUS3</td>
<td>Transitive causative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cf.</td>
<td>To check</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORF</td>
<td>Co-referential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUR</td>
<td>Duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIN</td>
<td>Objective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAB</td>
<td>Habitual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIP</td>
<td>Hypothetical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMPER</td>
<td>Imperative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMPF</td>
<td>Imperfective aspect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSTR</td>
<td>Instrumental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INT</td>
<td>Interrogative particle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITER</td>
<td>Iteractivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lit.</td>
<td>Literally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MED</td>
<td>Middle voice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEG</td>
<td>Negation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFC</td>
<td>Noun in classifier function/classifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMZ1</td>
<td>Nominalizer of agent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMZ2</td>
<td>Nominalizer of patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP</td>
<td>Noun phrase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>Direct object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>Plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP</td>
<td>Postpositional phrase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRIV</td>
<td>Privative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROG</td>
<td>Progressivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>Indicator of contiguous determinant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REC</td>
<td>Reciprocal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECT</td>
<td>Recent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RED</td>
<td>Reduplication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REDPL</td>
<td>Reduplication indicating plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sa</td>
<td>Subject of processual intransitive verbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sp</td>
<td>Subject of stative intransitive verbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VP</td>
<td>Verb phrase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Verb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>First person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Inclusive first person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Exclusive first person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Second person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Second person plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Non-co-referential third person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3CORF</td>
<td>Co-referential third person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∞</td>
<td>Grammatically or lexically conditioned alternation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td>Agrammatical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;</td>
<td>Comes from</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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